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A Flight Attendant's Essential Guide From Passenger Relations to Challenging Situations BrownWalker Press A Flight
Attendant's Essential Guide is written for airline executives, university lecturers who specialize in the airline industry, and for
undergraduate students preparing for a career as a ﬂight attendant. Those working in passenger, aircraft, airport as well as general
communications at an airport or aircraft can beneﬁt from this book though a thorough understanding the responsibilities of ﬂight
attendants. This guidebook primarily focuses on the passenger aspect of in-ﬂight service, including operations and communication
skills, and how ﬂight attendants interact with passengers at each phase of a ﬂight. Legal Priorities in Air Transport Springer
Against the backdrop of enormous technological strides, this book argues that the air transport industry must be constantly vigilant in
its eﬀorts to employ a legal regime that is applicable to the aeronautical and human aspects of the carriage by air of persons and
goods. In this regard, safety and security are of the utmost importance, both in terms of safe air navigation and the preservation of
human life. Although the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) addresses legal issues through its Legal Committee, many
emerging issues that urgently require attention lie outside the Committee’s purview. This book analyzes in detail the items being
considered by ICAO’s Legal Committee, considers the legal nature of ICAO, and discusses whether or not ICAO’s scope should be
extended. Since the limited issues currently addressed by ICAO do not reﬂect the rapidly changing realities of air transport, the book
also covers a broad range of key issues outside the parameters set by ICAO, such as: the need to teach air law to a new generation of
aviation professionals; combating cyber-crime and cyber-terrorism; the regulation of artiﬁcial intelligence; traveller identiﬁcation;
interference with air navigation; human traﬃcking; unruly passengers; climate change; air carrier liability for passenger death or
injury; Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (drones); and the cabin crew and their legal implications. AIR CRASH INVESTIGATIONS,
PILOT ERROR? The Crash of Ethiopian Airlines Flight 409 Lulu.com On 25 January 2010, at 00:41:30 UTC, Ethiopian Airlines
ﬂight ET 409, a Boeing 737-800, on its way from Beirut to Addis Abeba, crashed just after take-oﬀ from Raﬁc Hariri International
Airport in Beirut, Lebanon, into the Mediterranean Sea about 5 NM South West of Beirut International Airport. All 90 persons on board
were killed in the accident. The investigation concluded that the probable causes of the accident were pilot errors due to loss of
situational awareness. Ethiopian Airlines refutes this conclusion. Other factors that could have lead to probable causes are the
increased workload and stress levels that have most likely led to the captain reaching a situation of loss of situational awareness
similar to a subtle incapacitation and the F/O failure to recognize it or to intervene accordingly. Ethiopian Airlines refutes the
investigation. According to the airline the ﬁnal report was biased, lacking evidence, incomplete and did not present the full account of
the accident. IATA Ground Operations Manual (IGOM) Buying the Big Jets Fleet Planning for Airlines Ashgate Publishing, Ltd.
Selecting the right aircraft for an airline operation is a vastly complex process, involving a multitude of skills and considerable
knowledge of the business. Buying The Big Jets was ﬁrst published in 2001 to provide guidance to those involved in aircraft selection
strategies. This Second Edition brings the picture fully up to date, incorporating new discussion on the strategies of low-cost carriers,
and the signiﬁcance of the aircraft cabin for long-haul operations. Latest developments in aircraft products are covered and there are
fresh examples of best practice in airline ﬂeet planning techniques. Buying the Big Jets Fleet Planning for Airlines Routledge
Selecting the right aircraft for an airline operation is a vastly complex process, involving a multitude of skills and considerable
knowledge of the business. Buying The Big Jets was ﬁrst published in 2001 to provide guidance to those involved in aircraft selection
strategies. This Second Edition brings the picture fully up to date, incorporating new discussion on the strategies of low-cost carriers,
and the signiﬁcance of the aircraft cabin for long-haul operations. Latest developments in aircraft products are covered and there are
fresh examples of best practice in airline ﬂeet planning techniques. The book is essential reading for airline planners with ﬂeet
planning responsibility, consultancy groups, analysts studying aircraft performance and economics, airline operational personnel,
students of air transport, leasing companies, aircraft value appraisers, and all who manage commercial aircraft acquisition
programmes and provide strategic advice to decision-makers. This book is also a valuable tool for the banking community where
insights into aircraft acquisition decisions are vital. Buying The Big Jets is an industry-speciﬁc example of strategic planning and is
therefore a vital text for students engaged in graduate or post-graduate studies either in aeronautics or business administration. The
Do's and Don'ts of Flying Dog Ear Publishing Making vacation plans can seem like a dream come true, but that dream can turn into
a nightmare when everything goes wrong at the airport and during a ﬂight. Every day, more than 1.7 million people board a
commercial airplane in the United States, and that number is only expected to rise. A ﬂight attendant with thousands of ﬂights under
her belt who’s been in the commercial aviation business for more than ten years has created a guide to help passengers navigate air
travel with help from an unoﬃcial poll of hundreds of her fellow ﬂight attendants and experienced frequent ﬂyers. The Do’s and Don’ts
of Flying! A Flight Attendant’s Guide to Airline Travel Secrets puts passengers at ease, providing information about essentials such as
airport security, traveling light, what to wear on a plane, traveling with young children, and tips for getting to connecting ﬂights. With
help from this guidebook, passengers can get a better experience at 30,000 feet. Industrial Relations in Singapore Practice and
Perspective World Scientiﬁc Industrial Relations in Singapore -- Practice and Perspective is a comprehensive account of the key
developments in industrial relations in Singapore over the last ﬁve decades. It oﬀers a holistic, one-stop information depository of
relevant industrial relations frameworks, institutions, processes and practices, and issues from a practitioner's perspective. Airline
Operations and Management A Management Textbook Routledge Airline Operations and Management: A Management Textbook
is a survey of the airline industry, mostly from a managerial perspective. It integrates and applies the fundamentals of several
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management disciplines, particularly economics, operations, marketing and ﬁnance, in developing the overview of the industry. The
focus is on tactical, rather than strategic, management that is specialized or unique to the airline industry. The primary audiences for
this textbook are both senior and graduate students of airline management, but it should also be useful to entry and junior level
airline managers and professionals seeking to expand their knowledge of the industry beyond their own functional area. Manual on
the Approval of Training Organizations Redeﬁning Airmanship McGraw Hill Professional Redeﬁning Airmanship oﬀers the ﬁrst
concrete model of the abstract ideal of "airmanship," and gives the reader step-by-step guidance for self-appraisal and improvement
in the areas of ﬂight proﬁciency, teamwork, and good judgment in crisis situations. The author, Major Tony Kern, draws on his
extensive ﬂight and crew-training experience in the U.S. Air Force, but his model is invaluable for all pilots, whether military,
recreational, or commercial. "Kern's work is a breakthrough, and a benchmark." --John J. Nance, author of Blind Trust Aviation
Systems Management of the Integrated Aviation Value Chain Springer Science & Business Media This book aims to provide
comprehensive coverage of the ﬁeld of air transportation, giving attention to all major aspects, such as aviation regulation,
economics, management and strategy. The book approaches aviation as an interrelated economic system and in so doing presents
the “big picture” of aviation in the market economy. It explains the linkages between domains such as politics, society, technology,
economy, ecology, regulation and how these inﬂuence each other. Examples of airports and airlines, and case studies in each chapter
support the application-oriented approach. Students and researchers in business administration with a focus on the aviation industry,
as well as professionals in the industry looking to refresh or broaden their knowledge of the ﬁeld will beneﬁt from this book. Technical
Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air, 1986 Oﬃce 2010 All-in-One For Dummies John Wiley &
Sons The leading book on Microsoft Oﬃce, now fully updated for Oﬃce 2010 Microsoft Oﬃce, the world's leading productivity suite,
has been updated with new tools. Veteran Oﬃce users as well as newcomers will need the comprehensive information in this
bestselling All-in-One guide. With a self-contained minibook devoted to each Oﬃce application plus minibooks on how Oﬃce works
together and how you can expand its usefulness, Oﬃce 2010 All-in-One For Dummies gets you up to speed and answers the questions
you'll have down the road. Microsoft Oﬃce is the oﬃce productivity suite used around the globe; nearly every business worker
encounters it daily The 2010 revision will aﬀect all applications in the suite Eight minibooks cover Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook,
Access, Publisher, common Oﬃce tools, and ways to expand Oﬃce productivity Also covers the new online versions of Word, Excel,
and PowerPoint as well as changes to the interface and new tools and techniques Oﬃce 2010 All-in-One For Dummies makes it easy to
learn to use Oﬃce and gets you up and running on all the changes and enhancements in Oﬃce 2010. Managing Airports Routledge
Approaching management topics from a strategic and commercial perspective rather than from an operational and technical angle,
Managing Airports, second edition, provides an innovative insight into the processes behind running a successful airport. It contains
examples and case studies from airports all over the world to aid understanding of the key topic areas and to place them in a practical
context. The book: * tackles the key airport management issues related to economic performance, marketing and service provision
within the context of the industry's wider development * systematically considers the impact that airports have on the surrounding
community, from both an environmental and economic viewpoint * analyses the contemporary trends towards privatization and
globalization that are fundamentally changing the nature of the industry Accessible and up-to-date, Managing Airports second edition,
is ideal for students, lecturers and researchers of transport and tourism, and practitioners within the air transport industry. Airport
case studies include those from BAA, Vienna, Aer Rianta, Amsterdam, Australia and the USA. How to Become a Flight Attendant
for Airlines in the Middle East Independently Published 'How to Become a Flight Attendant for airlines in the Middle East' will teach
you how to be successful at the cabin crew interview from the ﬁrst try.You will learn: -How to build your CV with examples of job
descriptions, a sample Cabin Crew CV, and 3 CV templates ready to download and just ﬁll in with your data.-Sample application
photos.-Online Video Interview highlights.-How to prepare for an Assessment Day, Open Day, and CV Submission Day.-What mindset
you need to change to become more conﬁdent during the interview.-How to dress for the interview day (ladies and gentlemen,
including photos).-Worries and questions answered (various topics such as tattoos, maximum age, minimum height or maximum
weight, swimming skills and appearance).-Group exercise samples tests: customer service scenario and role play (what to say and do
when dealing with an angry customer), one-word cards (and how to train your creativity and resourcefulness), prioritization (in case
you land on the Moon) and a team-building scenario. You will get sample tests and how to approach the task, including language to
use, your position in the group and how to integrate into the team.-English test: 250 Missing Words Sample Test, 4 "ﬁll-in-the-blanks"
Tests, 30-Sentence "ﬁll-in-the-blanks" Practice Test, 40-Sentence Rephrase Test, 5 Reading and Understanding Tests, Essay Writing
Sample plus 10 Essay Topics.-Math test: 20 Questions and Answers Sample Test.-101 Questions and Answers for the Final Interview.What medical tests you need to pass when the interview is completed.-What to pack for your departure.-The airline's training.
Advanced Qualiﬁcation Program Flightpath: Aviation English for Pilots and ATCOs Student's Book with Audio CDs (3)
and DVD Cambridge University Press Flightpath is the deﬁnitive course for pilots and Air Traﬃc Controllers who need an ICAO4 level
of English to work in the industry. Flightpath is the only Aviation English course to oﬀer a thorough grounding in the full range of
communication skills needed by aviation professionals to communicate in non-routine situations. With regular focus on ICAO criteria,
learners are given full support in reaching industry standards, including case studies, analysis of their own communication skills,
exposure to authentic in-ﬂight communication, and communicative tasks. Flightpath is the most accurate preparation course available
for any ICAO4 language test, and includes authentic industry training video. Flightpath has been reviewed and endorsed by a panel of
leading aviation communication and safety professionals. Straight and Level Practical Airline Economics Routledge This third
edition of Straight and Level thoroughly updates the previous edition with extensive comments on recent industry developments and
emerging business models. The discussion is illustrated by current examples drawn from all sectors of the industry and every region of
the world. The fundamental structure of earlier editions, now widely used as a framework for air transport management courses,
nonetheless remains unchanged. Part 1 of the book provides a strategic context within which to consider the industry's economics.
Part 2 is built around a simple yet powerful model that relates operating revenue to operating cost; it examines the most important
elements in demand and traﬃc, price and yield, output and unit cost. Part 3 probes more deeply into three critical aspects of capacity
management: network management; ﬂeet management; and revenue management. Part 4 concludes the book by exploring
relationships between unit revenue, unit cost, yield, and load factor. Straight and Level has been written primarily for masters-level
students on aviation management courses. The book should also be useful to ﬁnal year undergraduates wanting to prepare for more
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advanced study. Amongst practitioners, it will appeal to established managers moving from functional posts into general
management. More broadly, anyone with knowledge of the airline industry who wants to gain a deeper understanding of its economics
at a practical level and an insight into the reasons for its ﬁnancial volatility should ﬁnd the book of interest. The Global Airline
Industry John Wiley & Sons Extensively revised and updated edition of the bestselling textbook, provides an overview of recent global
airline industry evolution and future challenges Examines the perspectives of the many stakeholders in the global airline industry,
including airlines, airports, air traﬃc services, governments, labor unions, in addition to passengers Describes how these diﬀerent
players have contributed to the evolution of competition in the global airline industry, and the implications for its future evolution
Includes many facets of the airline industry not covered elsewhere in any single book, for example, safety and security, labor relations
and environmental impacts of aviation Highlights recent developments such as changing airline business models, growth of emerging
airlines, plans for modernizing air traﬃc management, and opportunities oﬀered by new information technologies for ticket
distribution Provides detailed data on airline performance and economics updated through 2013 Human Factors in Aviation
Academic Press This edited textbook is a fully updated and expanded version of the highly successful ﬁrst edition of Human Factors in
Aviation. Written for the widespread aviation community - students, engineers, scientists, pilots, managers, government personnel,
etc., HFA oﬀers a comprehensive overview of the topic, taking readers from the general to the speciﬁc, ﬁrst covering broad issues,
then the more speciﬁc topics of pilot performance, human factors in aircraft design, and vehicles and systems. The new editors oﬀer
essential breath of experience on aviation human factors from multiple perspectives (i.e. scientiﬁc research, regulation, funding
agencies, technology, and implementation) as well as knowledge about the science. The contributors are experts in their ﬁelds. Topics
carried over from the ﬁrst edition are fully updated, several by new authors who are now at the fore of the ﬁeld. New material - which
represents 50% of the volume - focuses on the challenges facing aviation specialists today. One of the most signiﬁcant developments
in this decade has been NextGen, the Federal Aviation Administration's plan to modernize national airspace and to address the impact
of air traﬃc growth by increasing airspace capacity and eﬃciency while simultaneously improving safety, environmental impacts and
user access. NextGen issues are covered in full. Other new topics include: High Reliability Organizational Perspective, Situation
Awareness & Workload in Aviation, Human Error Analysis, Human-System Risk Management, LOSA, NOSS and Unmanned Aircraft
System. Comprehensive text with up-to-date synthesis of primary source material that does not need to be supplemented New edition
thoroughly updated with 50% new material and full coverage of NexGen and other modern issues Instructor website with test bank
and image collection makes this the only text oﬀering ancillary support Liberal use of case examples exposes readers to real-world
examples of dangers and solutions Improving the Airport Customer Experience "TRB's Airport Cooperative Research Program
(ACRP) Report 157: Improving the Airport Customer Experience documents notable and emerging practices in airport customer service
management that increase customer satisfaction, recognizing the diﬀerent types of customers (such as passengers, meeters and
greeters, and employees) and types and sizes of airports. It also identiﬁes potential improvements that airports could make for their
customers." -- Publisher's description Life In The Skies: Everything you want to know about ﬂying Marshall Cavendish
International Asia Pte Ltd Life in the Skies is a unique compendium of tips, advice, anecdotes and tales from the storied career of lifelong pilot, Captain Lim Khoy Hing. Captain Lim provides insights into every aspect of air travel – informing passengers of all the hidden
mysteries of airplane safety and regulations, enlightening those who wonder how someone trains and becomes an international airline
pilot, and entertaining readers throughout with anecdotes, tales and jokes from his own personal experiences in the air.
Complemented with more than 40 full-colour personal illustrations of the Captain, Life in the Skies will be a valuable and useful guide
for air travellers and budding-pilots alike! Aviation Weather For Pilots and Flight Operations Personnel Flying with
Conﬁdence The proven programme to ﬁx your ﬂying fears Random House Does the thought of ﬂying ﬁll you with dread? Do
panic attacks leave you feeling scared and vulnerable? If so, this book could change your life. Written by top ﬂying experts from
British Airways’ Flying with Conﬁdence course, this reassuring guide explains everything you need to know about air travel alongside
techniques for feeling conﬁdent and in control from take oﬀ to landing. In easy-to-follow sections, you'll learn how to recognise cabin
noises, manage turbulence and ﬂy in bad weather conditions. As your knowledge grows, so will your conﬁdence, with the fear of the
unknown removed. · Takes the terror out of common ﬂight fears · Includes techniques for controlling anxiety, claustrophobia and panic
· Will help you feel safe, calm and secure when you next take to the skies. Cockpit Conﬁdential Everything You Need to Know
About Air Travel: Questions, Answers, and Reﬂections Sourcebooks, Inc. A New York Times bestseller For millions of people,
travel by air is a confounding, uncomfortable, and even fearful experience. Patrick Smith, airline pilot and author of the popular
website www.askthepilot.com, separates fact from fallacy and tells you everything you need to know: • How planes ﬂy, and a
revealing look at the men and women who ﬂy them • Straight talk on turbulence, pilot training, and safety. • The real story on delays,
congestion, and the dysfunction of the modern airport • The myths and misconceptions of cabin air and cockpit automation •
Terrorism in perspective, and a provocative look at security • Airfares, seating woes, and the pitfalls of airline customer service • The
colors and cultures of the airlines we love to hate COCKPIT CONFIDENTIAL covers not only the nuts and bolts of ﬂying, but the grand
theater of air travel, from airport architecture to inﬂight service to the excitement of travel abroad. It's a thoughtful, funny, at times
deeply personal look into the strange and misunderstood world of commercial ﬂying. "Patrick Smith is extraordinarily knowledgeable
about modern aviation...the ideal seatmate, a companion, writer and explorer." —Boston Globe "Anyone remotely afraid of ﬂying
should read this book, as should anyone who appreciates good writing and great information." —The New York Times, on ASK THE
PILOT. Manual of Tests and Criteria The Manual of Tests and Criteria contains criteria, test methods and procedures to be used for
classiﬁcation of dangerous goods according to the provisions of Parts 2 and 3 of the United Nations Recommendations on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods, Model Regulations, as well as of chemicals presenting physical hazards according to the Globally
Harmonized System of Classiﬁcation and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS). As a consequence, it supplements also national or
international regulations which are derived from the United Nations Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods or the
GHS. At its ninth session (7 December 2018), the Committee adopted a set of amendments to the sixth revised edition of the Manual
as amended by Amendment 1. This seventh revised edition takes account of these amendments. In addition, noting that the work to
facilitate the use of the Manual in the context of the GHS had been completed, the Committee considered that the reference to the
"Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods" in the title of the Manual was no longer appropriate, and decided that from
now on, the Manual should be entitled "Manual of Tests and Criteria". Human Error in Aviation Routledge Most aviation accidents
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are attributed to human error, pilot error especially. Human error also greatly eﬀects productivity and proﬁtability. In his overview of
this collection of papers, the editor points out that these facts are often misinterpreted as evidence of deﬁciency on the part of
operators involved in accidents. Human factors research reveals a more accurate and useful perspective: The errors made by skilled
human operators - such as pilots, controllers, and mechanics - are not root causes but symptoms of the way industry operates. The
papers selected for this volume have strongly inﬂuenced modern thinking about why skilled experts make errors and how to make
aviation error resilient. The Airline Business Psychology Press The second edition of Rigas Doganis' book brings the airline industry
story up to date, exploring airline mergers and alliances, price wars, the impact of disasters and the future prospects for the industry
as a whole. Cabin Crew Interview Questions & Answers Cabin Aircademy Do you know what you might be asked during your
interview and what you will say to create a good impression? Generic answers such as: I'm a workaholic, a perfectionist and I always
try to please everyone are no longer going to cut it and neither is memorising lists of answers. In fact, memorising answers and trying
to prepare for every possible scenario will work against you. Not only do you run the risk of sounding like a robot, with a boring and
ﬂat delivery, you are also more likely to be caught oﬀ guard by the aggressive and fast-paced style of questioning. This
groundbreaking book focuses exclusively on preparing you for the ﬁnal section of the cabin crew interview selection process - The 2
on 1 interview. The answers you provide during this crucial stage of the interview can make or break your success. Your answers need
to be detailed and yet concise thus eliminating the need for the interviewers to probe further with follow up questions - this book will
show you the correct method to formulating such answers thus enabling you to devise your own well constructed answers at any
given moment. You will learn why airlines use trick questions, what the recruiter is secretly screening for and how to spot one so that
you can avoid being culled by their deceptive tactics. Subsequently, you will ﬁnd sample answers to the most frequently asked
interview questions. The questions cover a variety of topics and will give you a deeper insight into what is considered to be well
constructed answers. Here is just a selection of the questions that are demonstrated... Why do you want to be Cabin Crew? Why
should we hire you? Why should we hire you instead of someone with previous experience? Why do you want to work for this Airline?
Tell us about a time when you provided good customer care. When could your customer care have been improved? Tell us about when
your work or idea was criticised. Tell us about when you have dealt with a diﬃcult customer? When have you gone out of your way for
a customer? If you were in charge of hiring cabin crew, who would you hire and why? When have you experienced a pressured
situation? . . And many many more... This revolutionary book will boost your conﬁdence and give you the know-how you need to make
a great impression and secure the job of your dreams. No longer will you be cursed with run-of-the-mill and uninspiring answers that
will have you sounding like everyone else, but can enter the process sounding like a top candidate. So let's get started, it's time to get
the interview under wraps and star living your dream. Air Travel Consumer Report Psychological Aspects of Geographical
Moves Homesickness and Acculturation Stress Amsterdam University Press Mobility of mankind has increased enormously in the
past few decades. People leave their homes and native countries for business and study, for vacation or to ﬂee from unsafe conditions
like wars and natural disasters. In all cases the sojourner faces a dual challenge of breaking with the familiar home environment and
adjusting to new surroundings. This book deals with the psychological and health consequences of leaving the familiar home and the
process of creating a new one. The focus is mainly on acculturation stress and homesickness, which both are relevant to those who
travel. Acculturation refers to the process and outcome of a person’s encounter with, and adaptation to, a culturally new and diﬀerent
environment. Homesickness is deﬁned as a depression-like reaction to leaving one’s home. The contributions in this book present
empirical data as well as theoretical and conceptual discussions. Causes, consequences, moderating variables, and theoretical
explanations are discussed. Both short-term (e.g., vacations) and long-term (e.g. immigration) separations from home receive
attention. By combining these diﬀerent but related topics, this book provides a valuable overview for researchers, teachers, students
and professionals working with people who present with problems related to migration or traveling. Taxation and Taxes The Light
Airplane Pilot's Guide to Stall/spin Awareness Featuring the PARE Spin Recovery Checklist Rich Stowell, Master CFI-A
Employee Training & Development McGraw-Hill Companies Airport Systems Planning Design, and Management "This is a
premier text by leading technical professionals, known worldwide for their expertise in the planning, design, and management of
airports"--Provided by publisher. Dragged Oﬀ Refusing to Give Up My Seat on the Way to the American Dream Mango Media
Inc. A Vietnamese Refugee, a Viral Video, and the United Airlines Scandal That Started It All “His refusal to give up his seat on a United
Airlines ﬂight, and the ensuing assault he suﬀered, is emblematic of how far we, the people, still have to travel to create a world with
liberty and justice for all.” ―Marlena Fiol, PhD, globally recognized scholar and speaker and author of Nothing Bad Between Us Dr.
David Dao was dragged oﬀ United Express Flight 3411 on April 9, 2017 after refusing to give up his seat. In the tradition of
contemporary immigrant stories comes a personal narrative of the many small but signiﬁcant acts of racial discrimination faced on the
way to the American Dream. The unseen eﬀects of discrimination. The United Airlines scandal of 2017 garnered over a million views
on YouTube. A result of an overbooking overlook, security oﬃcials forcibly removed Dr. Dao after refusing to give up his seat. He
awoke in the hospital to a concussion, a broken nose, several broken teeth, and worldwide attention. Things aren’t always fair for an
immigrant, but according to Dr. Dao, you can prevail if you ﬁrmly advocate for yourself. A response to a lifetime of oppressive acts.
Why was Dr. Dao so adamant on his right to a seat? His entire life had led to that moment. A Vietnamese refugee, he ﬂed his home
country during the fall of Saigon. He was stranded in the Indian Ocean, immigrated to the United States, enrolled in medical school for
a second time, built a practice, and started a family─all the while battling the eﬀects of discrimination and what he had to embrace as
a result. This is his story. If you are moved by immigrant stories, or books like America for Americans, Minor Feelings, How to Be an
Antiracist, or The Making of Asian America, then you’ll want to read Dr. David Dao's story, Dragged Oﬀ. Behind the Light Switch
Toward a Theory of Air Mobility "Author Derek Salmi provides a comprehensive theory of air mobility, examining its ﬁve key
factors of freedom of movement, command and control, integrated logistics, technology, and training, then illustrating these factors'
criticality to mission success through case studies. This guidebook serves as a one-stop shop for military practitioners and civilian
policy makers to use in framing current possibilities while spurring imagination for the future."-- Airlines International The
Magazine of the International Air Transport Association Dangerous Goods Regulations 2013 Eﬀective 1 January-31
December 2013
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